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Tuesday, 28th March 2017 

Luas Green Line Platform Extensions 

Dear Resident 

You will probably be aware that passenger numbers on Luas are increasing significantly from year to 

year. Numbers are expected to rise further as the economy improves and with the opening of the Luas 

Cross City extension in December. 

Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII), the recently-formed State Agency which has merged the Railway 

Procurement Agency and the National Roads Authority, is particularly conscious of capacity 

constraints that are evident on the Luas Green Line in morning and evening rush hour services. TII has 

a comprehensive strategy to address those and projected future constraints. 

A significant part of this strategy to deal with Green Line capacity issues is to introduce 7 No. 55m long 

trams onto the existing Green Line. The current trams on the Green Line are 43m in length. The new 

trams will be able to carry 379 passengers as opposed to the existing 319. In order to operate longer 

trams, the tram stops between Stillorgan and Harcourt inclusive will have to be extended. 

Other infrastructure upgrades to enhance the capacity of the Green Line include upgrading the 

associated power and systems. Works have already commenced at other tram stops along the Green 

Line and TII’s contractor, SIAC Construction will continue with the works at Cowper tram stop, with a 

planned commencement date of 30th March. 

Cowper’s platforms will be extended by 13 metres to the inbound side of the stop and there will also 

be alterations made to the main entrance to improve disabled access to the stop. The vast majority of 

the works will take place between the normal working hours of 8.00 to 18.00, Monday to Friday and 

are scheduled to take approximately 9 weeks to complete. However, night and out of hours works 

may be required so that some site activities can be carried out safely. Any planned noisy night works 

will be communicated in advance, however, every effort will be made to ensure that all works are 

completed with minimal disruption to all stakeholders. 

SIAC Construction and TII are happy to discuss any queries that you might have in relation to this 

project. Please feel free to contact myself, on 087 351 3794 or Aidan.gallagher@siac.ie, or TII 

Stakeholder Communications Manager Claire Toolis on 646 3414 / 086 382 5380 or claire.toolis@tii.ie. 

Alternatively you may also contact Luas Customer Care on 1800 300 604. 

Yours faithfully 

 

Aidan Gallagher 
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